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Cartridge alignment gauge
Simple device offers accuracy with convenience

by R. J. Gilson, M.I.Mech.E.

As anyone who has attempted to position a

pick-up cartridge accurately on a headshell

will realise, the so-called “protractor”

method customarily recommended is not

by any means as positive in use as its advo-

cates claim. There are two major diffi-

culties; first, the fact that the cartridge is

usually well hidden under the headshell;

and second, the fact that zero angle at the

two protractor radii cannot be achieved

unless the overhang is correct. It seems not

to be generally realised that the stipulation

of zero angle error at any two radii on the

record necessitates a specific overhang

value. The relationship between these fac-

tors was given in “The Cartridge
Alignment Problem” in Wireless World,

October 1981 (sec later): h = \/Cr-Rr-C.
where h is the overhang, C is the centre

distance from the arm pivot to the turn-

table axis and R and r are the radii for zero

angle-error. In practice it is not easy to

measure the overhang with any accuracy,

nor is it easy to line up the cartridge with

the guide lines marked on the protractor.

Many cartridges are only about 12 mm or

so long, and an error of 1 mm in :h-~ lencrh

could easily occur, giving an angular c;.

of some 5°.

Both these problems are avoided with

this improved setting gauge. Figure 1

shows at A the customary “protractor"

method, and at B the new method, in

which the replaceable stylus unit is re-

moved from the cartridge body, and the

setting gauge inserted in its place. Fig. 2

gives the detailed design of a gauge suit-

able for the VMS 20 Eli cartridge. For

other cartridges the tongue portion which

engages with the cartridge body would, of

course, be modified to suit. The essential

features are that the tongue is a snug fit in

'he cartridge without lateral play, and that

U-4 a- exactly 90° to the setting line

running along the horizontal limb; it is

necessary also that this setting line passes

through the stylu .
point position.

The overhang is first set by aligning tin-

turntable spindle with the slot near the

cartridge which is elongated to accommo-

date a range of arm lengths of around 7-9

in. The correct end to use is indicated by

the 7 and 9 figures marked near the slot.

Intermediate figures can of course be

judged, bearing in mind that the half-way

figure of 8 will be a little nearer the 9 end,

as suggested by the marks on the slot

edges. Ideally, the overhang-setting slot

should be located in line with the cartridge

axis, but this would make it too inaccess-

ible, and the position shown is more con-

venient. For those arms which have insuf-

ficient inwards movement for the slot to

reach the turntable spindle, an alternative

slot position is indicated in dotted lines,

but the nearer position is preferable.
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maximum ouiput voltage, and the break-
points must be so chosen that rhe dif-
ference between input voltages of two suc-
cessive points is greater than the difference

Fig. 3(a) Diode-resistor network for
realising function with maximum input
voltage of4V. (b) Diode-resistor network
for reahsipo the function Vo=Z{ -0.04\/i*£001 Vf with maximum input 3.5V.
Diodes are type IN5404.

between the corresponding output voltages
by an amount at least equal to the voltage
drop across the conducting diode.

This strategy was extensively used to
design diode-resistor networks to meet
given monotonically increasing concave
characteristics. Fig. 3(b) shows a typical
example where the non-linear characteris-
tic was expressed by

F<>=0.001V?

with maximum input voltage of 3.5V.
The means of selecting break points for

diode-resistor networks presented here is

intended to simplify the design of function
generators. Networks for monotonically
increasing concave and convex functions
illustrate the validity of the selection

procedure.
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Millimetre-wave lens aerials. An easier way
of constructing metal plate refractor aerials, which hitherto
have not been popular because of manufacturing
difficulties. Dr Ken Smith gives design and construction
details for aerials in the 20-30GHz region.

Understanding light units. Electronics engineers
are having to use optical devices and techniques more and
more but have difficulty in understanding the various units
for measuring light. This interpretive guide is written
specially to help them.

Direct digital frequency synthesizer
generates sine waves in numerical steps, a 1 MHz output, for
example, being produced by stepping through the sine
table at a rate of 45° every 1 25ns and feeding the result into
a d-a converter. Range: 0-3MHz.
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Having first set the overhang, the car-

tridge is then twisted round slightly until

the two sighting holes at 110 and 49 mm
radii both align with the centre of the
turntable spindle as the arm is swung
inwards. Due to the offset of the overhang-
setting slot, this twisting round of the car-
tridge may slightly alter the overhang, but
the appropriate correction is easily made in

a second shot if necessary.

The amount of overhang provided by
the dimensions shown is in accordance
with the rule proposed in the above arti-

cle: ft= 2600/C where C is from arm pivot
to turntable axis, in mm. Needless to say,
the basic design can be used for any re-

quired overhang rule, the position of the
slotted hole and setting marks being
changed accordingly. The 2 mm holes are

only intended to act as setting marks, and
could be omitted in favour of short cross
lines.

The author has made up a gauge in

accordance with Fig. 2, and finds" it a
major improvement. He can now be cer-

tain, for the first Lime, that the required
cartridge position and offset angle are cor-
rect to something within 1° of error,
whereas previously an error of several de-
grees would have been possible.

• Cartridge alignment problem. A mis-
understanding over whether author’s cor-

rections had been incorporated into proofs
led to errors which must have made under-
standing R. J. Gilson’s October article dif-

ficult. Figure numbers were omitted and
although the diagrams were in the right

order some of the text references were
incorrect. On page 60 column 1. read Fig.

2 in line 5 for Fig. 1, Fig. 2 for Fig. 3,

and ir. column 3, Fig. 2 for the lower
reference to Fig. 3. Take the multiplica-
tion signs for addition signs in the Appen-
dix on page 61, formulae 4 a, b and c, and
also prior to 2 & 2.5° on page 60, column
1. Aiso in the Appendix, for the upper
formula 1, read (.Ll+R2-C2)/2LR

, whilst
in formula 4c should have been ft. Just
below the Appendix in column 3, insert a

stop after 13mm to end that sentence.
Apologies to Mr Gilson for this marring of
his constructive review of the tracking
problem.




